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Doctor Who And The Day Of The Daleks 3rd Doctor
Novelisation
Past or future, which path do you choose? Past, present and future collide as the
Thirteenth Doctor meets classic Doctor Who companion Ace – in the first epic novel
from the woman who played her, Sophie Aldred. Once, a girl called Ace travelled the
universe with the Doctor – until, in the wake of a terrible tragedy they parted company.
Decades later, she is known as Dorothy McShane, the reclusive millionaire
philanthropist who heads global organisation A Charitable Earth. And Dorothy is
haunted by terrible nightmares, vivid dreams that begin just as scores of young
runaways are vanishing from the dark alleyways of London. Could the disappearances
be linked to sightings of sinister creatures lurking in the city shadows? Why has an alien
satellite entered a secret orbit around the Moon? Investigating the satellite with Ryan,
Graham and Yaz, the Doctor is thrown together with Ace once more. Together they
must unravel a malevolent plot that will cost thousands of lives. But can the Doctor
atone for her past incarnation’s behaviour – and how much must Ace sacrifice to win
victory not only for herself, but for the Earth?
Follows a doctor through a typical day, discussing examining patients, helpful coworkers, tools and equipment, and emergency care.
"The Eleventh Doctor has an all-new TARDIS crew: whip-smart Alice Obiefune,
mercurial Jones and the shapeshifting ARC! But whether battling time in the TARDIS
running backwards, alien air war in the Earthly skies, or the deadly machinations of
SERVEYOUinc ... terror, awe, and danger are never far away." -- Back cover.
Includes jokes, games, puzzles, stories, and cartoons satirizing the Doctor Who
television program
As a psychiatrist, Brendan Kelly is used to extoling the benefits of a daily meditation
practice, but following his own advice is a different story. Finding the time to sit quietly
every day isn’t easy when you’re already trying to juggle a stressful job, a busy family
life, a cinema addiction, a cake habit and low-level feelings of guilt over an unused gym
membership. But this is the year he is going to do it. Can he improve his life by
meditating for 15 minutes every day? Will it improve his relationships with his family and
patients? And will he ever be more Zen than Trixie the cat? The Doctor Who Sat for a
Year is a funny, thoughtful and inspiring book about embracing both meditation and our
imperfections. ‘An excellent introduction to the path of meditation … The author
describes both how difficult meditation can be in the face of daily distractions and,
ultimately, how easy it becomes when simple choices are put in place.’ Michael
Harding
‘Even though they’re gone from the world, they’re never gone from me.’ The Doctor
is many things – curious, funny, brave, protective of her friends...and a shameless
namedropper. While she and her companions battled aliens and travelled across the
universe, the Doctor hinted at a host of previous, untold adventures with the great and
the good: we discovered she got her sunglasses from Pythagoras (or was it Audrey
Hepburn?); lent a mobile phone to Elvis; had an encounter with Amelia Earhart where
she discovered that a pencil-thick spider web can stop a plane; had a 'wet weekend'
with Harry Houdini, learning how to escape from chains underwater; and more. In this
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collection of new stories, Star Tales takes you on a rip-roaring ride through history, from
500BC to the swinging 60s, going deeper into the Doctor's notorious name-dropping
and revealing the truth behind these anecdotes.
For the first time ever, Titan Comics proudly presents the Daleks! Part of the BBC’s
epic multi-platform crossover event, Time Lord Victorious, Eisner-nominated writer
Jodie Houser (Supergirl) and fan-favorite artist Roberta Ingranata (Witchblade) send
the Tenth Doctor (as played by David Tennant) on another spectacular adventure! After
awakening in an alternate reality where the Time War never took place, the Tenth
Doctor is recruited by his deadly nemeses, the Daleks, to defeat a terror that even they
fear. Can the Doctor make peace with his enemies in order to stop this unknown
monster from the Dark Times as it seeks to extinguish all life in the universe?! Jump
aboard the incredible time-travelling experience everyone’s talking about! Collects
Doctor Who: Time Lord Victorious #1-2. “I can’t praise the team of Jody Houser and
Roberta Ingranata enough… 10 out of 10.” – Flickering Myth
Doctor Who: The Day of the Doctor (Target Collection)Random House
Premiering the day after the JFK assassination, Doctor Who humbly launched one of the
entertainment world’s first super-brands. We begin with a look at TV programming of the day
and the original pitch documents before delving into the Daleks, which almost didn’t make the
cut but inspired many monsters to follow. After three years, First Doctor William Hartnell left,
prompting the BBC to recast their hit rather than end it, giving us the first “regeneration” and
making TV history. We follow the succession of Doctors—including Third Doctor Jon Pertwee,
exiled to Earth and targeted by the Master—and see how the program reflected the feminism of
the 1970s while gaining mainstream popularity with Fourth Doctor Tom Baker . . . until
declining support from the BBC eventually led to cancelation. Fan outcry saved the series only
for it to suffer a repeat cancelation. Yet many continued to enjoy the Whoniverse in
syndication, novels, audio dramas, and Doctor Who Magazine. Paul McGann impressed many
as the Eighth Doctor in a 1996 TV movie, but it failed to reignite the series. A new age dawned
in 2005 with Ninth Doctor Christopher Eccleston and a serious special effects budget before
Tenth Doctor David Tennant helped rocket the series to international popularity and a new era
of spinoffs. With Eleventh Doctor Matt Smith, the show became a bona fide success here in
America. Following the program’s fiftieth anniversary, Whovians will meet the Twelfth Doctor,
ushering in yet another era for the unstoppable Time Lord. Featuring discussions of concepts
and characters, with insights from producers, writers, and actors from across the years, here is
a rich, behind-the-camera investigation into the dazzling multiverse of Doctor Who.
The Doctor's Companion: A person who explores time and space with the Doctor, fights
enemies with the Doctor, and often has to save the Doctor's life. If it wasn't for the companions,
the Doctor probably wouldn't have made it out of so many scrapes. To celebrate the formidable
women who have travelled in the TARDIS, dive into four fantastic new adventures with the
Doctor, starring Rose, Sarah-Jane, Clara and Bill. Written by Jenny Colgan, Jacqueline
Rayner, Dorothy Koomson and Susan Calman, these stories are the perfect way to celebrate
the Doctor's fantastic female heroines, for fans of all ages.
Who is the Doctor? The Doctor is an alien - an immortal Time Lord who has worn many faces some of which you will meet in this very issue! The Doctor wanders time and space in a biggeron-the-inside time machine, the TARDIS. Never cruel or cowardly, the Doctor champions the
oppressed across time and space, often travelling with human friends and companions who
offer a new perspective on the universe. Includes: The Tenth Doctor in 'Catch A Falling Star';
The Seventh Doctor in 'The Armageddon Gambit'; and The Eleventh Doctor in 'Midnight Feast'.
Not so long ago, the Tenth Doctor and companion Martha were attacked by the menacing
Weeping Angels – aliens that feed off the potential energy of their victims’ lost future by
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stranding them in the past. Now, the Thirteenth Doctor and fam travel to 1969 to a party at
Woodstock! Or so they think…
The #1 internationally bestselling, gripping true story of a frontline trauma surgeon operating in
the world’s most dangerous war zones For more than 25 years, surgeon David Nott has
volunteered in some of the world’s most dangerous conflict zones. From Sarajevo under siege
in 1993 to clandestine hospitals in rebel-held eastern Aleppo, he has carried out lifesaving
operations in the most challenging conditions, and with none of the resources of a major
metropolitan hospital. He is now widely acknowledged as the most experienced trauma
surgeon in the world. War Doctor is his extraordinary story, encompassing his surgeries in
nearly every major conflict zone since the end of the Cold War, as well as his struggles to
return to a “normal” life and routine after each trip. Culminating in his recent trips to war-torn
Syria—and the untold story of his efforts to help secure a humanitarian corridor out of besieged
Aleppo to evacuate some 50,000 people—War Doctor is a heart-stopping and moving blend of
medical memoir, personal journey, and nonfiction thriller that provides unforgettable, at times
raw, insight into the human toll of war.
A brand new series of adventures for the Doctor and her TARDIS team! The Doctor and her
friends find themselves in terrible danger in a psychic forest, and discover a threat as old as
time itself, in the first of four linked adventures for Team TARDIS. Written in the form of a diary,
with entries from Ryan, Graham and Yaz, and illustrated throughout, this new series is perfect
for young fans of Doctor Who.
UNIT is called in when an important diplomat is attacked in his own home - by a man who then
vanishes into thin air. The Doctor and Jo spend a night in the 'haunted' house and meet the
attackers - who have time-jumped back from the 22nd century in the hope of changing history.
Travelling forward in time, the Doctor and Jo find themselves trapped in a future world where
humans are slaves and the Daleks have already invaded. Using their ape-like servants to
Ogrons to maintain order, the Daleks are now the masters of Earth. As the Doctor desperately
works to discover what has happened to put history off-track, the Daleks plan a time-jump
attack on the 20th century. This novel is based on a Doctor Who story which was originally
broadcast from 1 to 22 January 1972. Featuring the Third Doctor as played by Jon Pertwee,
with his companion Jo Grant and the UNIT organisation commanded by Brigadier LethbridgeStewart
An urgent, on-the-scene account of chaos and compassion on the front lines of ground zero for
Covid-19, from a senior doctor at New York City’s busiest emergency room “Remarkable and
inspiring . . . We’re lucky to have this vivid firsthand account.”—A. J. Jacobs, bestselling author
of The Year of Living Biblically When former New York Times journalist Dan Koeppel texted his
cousin Robert Meyer, a twenty-year veteran of the emergency room at Montefiore Medical
Center in the Bronx, at the beginning of the Covid-19 crisis in the United States, he expected to
hear that things were hectic. On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being overwhelmed, where do you think
you are? Koeppel asked. Meyer’s grave reply—100—was merely the cusp of the crisis that
would soon touch every part of the globe. In need of an outlet to process the trauma of his
working life over the coming months, Meyer continued to update Koeppel with what he’d seen
and whom he’d treated. The result is an intimate record of historic turmoil and grief from the
perspective of a remarkably resilient ER doctor. Every Minute Is a Day takes us into a hospital
ravaged by Covid-19 and is filled with the stories of promises made that may be impossible to
keep, of life or death choices for patients and their families, and of selflessness on the part of
medical professionals who put themselves at incalculable risk. As fast-paced and high-tempo
as the ER in which it takes place, Every Minute Is a Day is at its core an incomparable
firsthand account of unrelenting compassion, and a reminder that every human life deserves a
chance to be saved.

A new version of this much-loved anthology, with a brand-new story featuring the
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brand-new Thirteenth Doctor from literary sensation Naomi Alderman! Twelve
wonderful tales of adventure, science, magic, monsters and time travel - featuring
all twelve Doctors - are waiting for you in this very special Doctor Who book. And
now they're joined by a very exciting, and very exclusive, new tale - written by
Naomi Alderman, author of The Power - that will star the Thirteenth Doctor, as
she battles to save the universe with her three close and trusted friends. Other
authors featured are: Eoin Colfer, Michael Scott, Marcus Sedgwick, Philip Reeve,
Patrick Ness, Richelle Mead, Malorie Blackman, Alex Scarrow, Charlie Higson,
Derek Landy, Neil Gaiman, and Holly Black.
The story of a village, a doctor and her patients. Arriving in the small village of
Killenaule, Co. Tipperary – husband and children in tow – Dr Lucia Gannon was a
blow-in determined to build a practice that would provide solace for the sick,
worried and confused. Journey with her as she builds a life in this tight-knit
community. Meet the wily pensioner trying to pass an eye exam to continue her
career as a dangerous driver; the lonely widower who needs someone to take the
time to listen; the stressed teenager coping with an eating disorder and the
frightened elderly woman who doesn’t want to leave her home. Discover what it
means to be the one people bring their problems to – problems that are not
always medical, but still require discretion, kindness and a willingness to provide
a listening ear to those on the tricky journey of life.
The pressure of caring for dying patients year after year, being chained to a
pager, and his whole life consumed with a nonstop stream of illness is suddenly
magnified by an accusation of malpractice. The psychological impact of the
lawsuit leads Dr. Luke James down a dark tunnel with no apparent exit in this
award winning literary novel.
We’re all stories in the end... In this exciting collection you’ll find all-new stories
spinning off from some of your favourite Doctor Who moments across the history
of the series. Learn what happened next, what went on before, and what
occurred off-screen in an inventive selection of sequels, side-trips,
foreshadowings and first-hand accounts – and look forward too, with a brand new
adventure for the Thirteenth Doctor. Each story expands in thrilling ways upon
aspects of Doctor Who’s enduring legend. With contributions from show
luminaries past and present – including Colin Baker, Matthew Waterhouse, Vinay
Patel, Joy Wilkinson and Terrance Dicks – The Target Storybook is a once-in-alifetime tour around the wonders of the Whoniverse.
Dark Horse is thrilled to announce tales from two diverse worlds in our FCBD
Gold Offering featuring Netflix's Stranger Things and a spooky trip into Jeff
Lemire and Dean Ormston's Eisner Award-winning series Black Hammer with a
cover by Chun Lo. In Stranger Things, writer Jody Houser and artist Ibrahim
Moustafa bring the adventuring party back together after Eleven's
disappearance, as Nancy and Steve find a way to lift the spirits of a despondent
Mike. Perhaps all it takes is a roll of the dice. Then, in the world of the Eisner
Award-winning Black Hammer series creator Jeff Lemire, guest writer Ray
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Fawkes, and artist David Rub’n, take the reader on an EC-style tour through
Madame Dragonfly's mysterious Cabin of Horrors to witness two groups of brandnew Black Hammer heroes from the past! Learn more at
FreeComicBookDay.com.
Discover the new Doctor Who classics. Still reeling from his encounter with the
Cybermen, the First Doctor stumbles through the bitter Antarctic wind, resisting
the approaching regeneration with all his strength. But as he fights his way
through the snowdrifts, he comes across the familiar shape of a blue police box,
and a mysterious figure who introduces himself as the Doctor... Thrown together
at their most vulnerable moments, the two Doctors must discover why the
snowflakes are suspended in the sky, why a First World War Captain has been
lifted from his time stream moments before his death, and who is the mysterious
Glass Woman who knows their true name. The Doctor is reunited with Bill, but is
she all she seems? And can he hold out against the coming regeneration?
"Its surface ravaged by colliding time-fields, the planet Hirath is a patchwork of
habitable areas separated by impenetrable zones of wild temporal fluctuation.
The planet's unique biosphere is being exploited by an uncaring company happy
to rent our temporarily isolated chunks of the planet to the highest bidder -- no
questions asked. But the controlling computer seems to be malfunctioning, and
the viability of the whole planet hangs in the balance -- along with countless
thousands of lives. Arriving at Hirath's control base, the Doctor and Sam are soon
separated and trapped on the dying planet. While Sam becomes the focus of
attention in a barren penal settlement, the Doctor discovers the secret of Hirath's
unique condition -- just as a race of hideous bloodthirsty alien creatures arrive in
force to reclaim it. Caught up in a desperate struggle for survival, it seems time
has run out for every living creature on Hirath -- not least Sam and the
Doctor."--Page 4 of cover.
A fantastic series of new adventures with the Doctor, starring Rose, Sarah-Jane,
Clara and the Doctor's new companion, Bill.
Explains in simple terms some of the work that doctors do.
Eat your way to better health with this New York Times bestseller on food's ability
to help the body heal itself from cancer, dementia, and dozens of other avoidable
diseases. Forget everything you think you know about your body and food, and
discover the new science of how the body heals itself. Learn how to identify the
strategies and dosages for using food to transform your resilience and health in
Eat to Beat Disease. We have radically underestimated our body's power to
transform and restore our health. Pioneering physician scientist, Dr. William Li,
empowers readers by showing them the evidence behind over 200 healthboosting foods that can starve cancer, reduce your risk of dementia, and beat
dozens of avoidable diseases. Eat to Beat Disease isn't about what foods to
avoid, but rather is a life-changing guide to the hundreds of healing foods to add
to your meals that support the body's defense systems, including: Plums
Cinnamon Jasmine tea Red wine and beer Black Beans San Marzano tomatoes
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Olive oil Pacific oysters Cheeses like Jarlsberg, Camembert and cheddar
Sourdough bread The book's plan shows you how to integrate the foods you
already love into any diet or health plan to activate your body's health defense
systems-Angiogenesis, Regeneration, Microbiome, DNA Protection, and
Immunity-to fight cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular, neurodegenerative
autoimmune diseases, and other debilitating conditions. Both informative and
practical, Eat to Beat Disease explains the science of healing and prevention, the
strategies for using food to actively transform health, and points the science of
wellbeing and disease prevention in an exhilarating new direction.
‘The entire Dalek race, wiped out in one second. I watched it happen. I made it
happen!’ The Doctor and Rose arrive in an underground vault in Utah in the near
future. The vault is filled with alien artefacts. Its billionaire owner, Henry van
Statten, even has possession of a living alien creature, a mechanical monster in
chains that he has named a Metaltron. Seeking to help the Metaltron, the Doctor
is appalled to find it is in fact a Dalek – one that has survived the horrors of the
Time War just as he has. And as the Dalek breaks loose, the Doctor is brought
back to the brutality and desperation of his darkest hours spent fighting the
creatures of Skaro... this time with the Earth as their battlefield.
Twelve incredible Doctor Who stories for the long winter nights featuring an
exclusive extra story in the Time Lord Victorious arc! Christmas can mean
anything . . . For Missy, it's solving murders in 1909. For a little girl in Dublin, it's
Plasmavores knocking at the door. For Davros, it's a summons from the Doctor,
who needs the mad inventor's help. The perfect collection for the bleakest - and
sometimes brightest - time of the year, these are the tales for when you're
halfway out of the dark . . . The perfect collection for the bleakest - and
sometimes brightest - time of the year, these are the tales for when you're
halfway out of the dark . . . Written by popular children's author, and lifelong
Doctor Who fan, Dave Rudden, author of Twelve Angels Weeping. 'The perfect
balance between tenderness and humour and terror and imagination - like the
show at its very, very best' - Guardian 'The comforting yet thrilling vibe of a
Doctor Who Christmas special TIMES TWELVE' - Deirdre Sullivan 'A fascinating
tale' - Screenrant
Doctor Who – new dawn explores the latest cultural moment in this long-running
BBC TV series: the casting of a female lead. Analysing showrunner Chris
Chibnall and Jodie Whittaker’s era means considering contemporary Doctor
Who as an inclusive, regendered brand. Featuring original interview material with
cast members, this edited collection also includes an in-depth discussion with
Segun Akinola, composer of the iconic theme tune’s current version. The book
critically address the series’ representations of diversity, as well as fan
responses to the thirteenth Doctor via the likes of memes, cosplay and even
translation into Spanish as a grammatically gendered language. In addition,
concluding essays look at how this moment of Who has been merchandised,
especially via the ‘experience economy’, and how official/unofficial reactions to
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UK lockdown helped the show to further re-emphasise its public-service potential.
Features eleven Doctor Who stories.
Darkness Never Prevails. While staying home was a vital safety measure in
2020, the freedom of the TARDIS remained a dream that drew many - allowing
them to roam the cosmos in search of distraction, reassurance and adventure.
Now some of the finest TV Doctor Who writers come together with gifted
illustrators in this very special short story collection in support of BBC Children in
Need. Current and former showrunners - Chris Chibnall Russell T Davies and
Steven Moffat - present exciting adventures for the Doctor conceived in
confinement, alongside brand new fiction from Neil Gaiman, Mark Gatiss and
Vinay Patel. Also featuring work from Chris Riddell, Joy Wilkinson, Paul Cornell,
Sonia Leong, Sophie Cowdrey, Mike Collins and many more, Adventures in
Lockdown is a book for any Doctor Who fan in your life, stories that will send your
heart spinning wildly through time and space... £2.25 from every copy sold in the
UK of Doctor Who: Adventures in Lockdown will benefit Children in Need
(registered charity number 802052 in England & Wales and SC039557 in
Scotland)
Welcome to the 2017 Free Comic Book Day Doctor Who Spectacular! The
Doctor has only just started travelling with a new companion, Bill, a young human
woman from present-day Earth – and we join them now at the start of an all-new
adventure! p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}
A beautifully illustrated collection of new Doctor Who stories, each featuring one of the
twelve Doctors on a festive adventure in theTARDIS. Written by six authors and with a
full-page colour illustration for each story, these tales are full of magic, mystery,
wonder, excitement - and everything else that fans love about a Doctor Who Christmas
special.
A fireball crash lands in the forests of the Ukraine and when the locals investigate, they
find what appears to be a metal coffin at the center of the devastation. They
superstitiously conclude that the casket contains the body of an angel sent to Earth to
give hope to the people. Centuries later the Doctor and his companions find themselves
trapped in Kiev, 1240 -- a city under attack by the Mongols. They are enforced guests
of the governor, Dmitri, whose assistant Yehven believes that if the coffin is desecrated,
then "all who threaten us will be destroyed". When the coffin is opened by a group of
men, a terrifying, skull-faced creature is freed, and kills a member of the group before
fleeing. A spate of violent deaths ensue -- but this creature certainly isn't killing
indiscriminately. How is this creature choosing its victims? Where has it come from -and most importantly, can the Doctor do anything to halt its murderous trail of
destruction?
'One of the oddities of Doctor Who is that you hear so much about what the fans think,
and so little from the other 100 percent of the audience (my stats are clinically
accurate.) So thank God for a couple who put their love on the line to set the record
straight. This is the story of a fan boy who inflicts every episode ever made of Doctor
Who on his marriage. Or to put it another way, this is the story of someone with a
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proper love and understanding of Doctor Who, trying to explain it to her husband.'
Steven Moffat Neil loves Sue. He also loves Doctor Who. But can he bring his two great
loves together? In January 2011, Neil Perryman set out on an insane quest to make his
wife Sue watch every episode of the classic series of Doctor Who from the very
beginning. Even the ones that didn't exist any more. And so, over the next two and half
years, Sue gamely watched them all. From William Hartnell and Tom Baker to Peter
Davison and Paul McGann, the result was a wildly successful and hilariously revealing
blog called Adventures with the Wife in Space. But the adventure continues. Here Neil
Perryman tells the all too true story of Doctor Who fandom. Funny, honest and
surprisingly brave, he also captures perfectly the joys - and fears - of sharing the thing
you love with the people you love. Adventures With the Wife in Space is, at its heart,
the story of Doctor Who, and its fans, seen through the eyes of two people - one who
knows almost nothing about the programme and another who knows way too much.
'This is a very, very funny book; touching too.' Jenny Colgan
Discover the new Doctor Who classics. When the entire universe is at stake, three
different Doctors will unite to save it. The Tenth Doctor is hunting shape-shifting Zygons
in Elizabethan England. The Eleventh is investigating a rift in space-time in the present
day. And one other – the man they used to be but never speak of – is fighting the
Daleks in the darkest days of the Time War. Driven by demons and despair, this battlescarred Doctor is set to take a devastating decision that will threaten the survival of the
entire universe... a decision that not even a Time Lord can take alone. On this day, the
Doctor’s different incarnations will come together to save the Earth... to save the
universe... and to save his soul.
23 November 1963: The first ever episode of Doctor Who – An Unearthly Child – is
broadcast. 21 July 1969 - Silence Will Fall 23 August 2014: Deep Breath is Peter
Capaldi’s first full episode as the Twelfth Doctor. 3 March 2472 - The Master tracks
down the Doomsday Weapon For over half a century, Doctor Who has entertained and
enthralled fans with the time-travelling adventures of the Doctor. From the first glimpse
of a police telephone box in a Totter’s Lane junkyard to the fall of the Time Lords'
home planet, Gallifrey, Doctor Who has provided a near-inexhaustible list of indelible
memories. Doctor Who: 365 is a unique and captivating chronicle of those moments –
flashes of drama or humour, terror or joy, for each and every day of the year. Revisiting
classic battles, thrilling escapes, iconic characters, game-changing plot twists and
more, Justin Richards creates a fascinating portrait of the world’s longest running
science fiction series, and an essential addition to any Doctor Who fan’s collection.
The Doctor arrives in a dystopian far future where the Earth is a barren wasteland
where virtually no crops will grow.
Discover the new Doctor Who classics. Earth is under attack by power-hungry aliens.
This is no time for the Doctor to be out of action. When a British space probe is
intercepted by a sinister alien vessel on the eve of Christmas, it marks the beginning of
an audacious invasion of the Earth by the Sycorax – horrifying marauders from beyond
the stars. Within hours, a third of humanity stands on the brink of death with not a single
shot fired. Our planet needs a champion – but the Doctor is not fit for service. He’s just
regenerated, delirious in a new body and a dressing gown. Forced into his battered
shoes is his friend, Rose Tyler, a girl from a London council estate. Will she save the
world from this nightmare before Christmas – or see it destroyed?
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Embark on a strange and enchanting adventure with old foes and monsters in this
glorious crossover of Doctor Who and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. When a sudden
tornado engulfs the TARDIS, the Thirteenth Doctor and her fam find themselves
transported to the magical land of Oz. With a damaged TARDIS and an unexpected
stowaway from the 1930s, their only hope of getting home is to follow the yellow brick
road. But when an army of scarecrows ambushes them, they quickly realise that
everything is not as it should be, and they're thrown into a fight for survival against a
mysterious enemy. As each of her companions becomes a shadow of their former
selves, only the Doctor is left standing. Desperate to save her friends, she must embark
on a perilous journey to seek help from the mysterious Wizard of Oz - and stop
whatever forces are at work before she and her friends are trapped in the fictional world
forever.
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